OMEGA MAX - CANTILEVER SLIDE ALUMINIUM GATE

TUBE BRACED CANTILEVER SLIDE:

The aluminium cantilever gates are constructed with an upper and lower track, fabricated from 6061-T6 aluminium alloy extrusions. The upper and lower tracks shall be welded and/or bolted to 2"x2"x.125". Each front section shall have one diagonal brace of 1"x2"x.125 wall aluminium tube. Each tail section of the gate shall be X-braced with two 1"x2"x.125 wall aluminium tube. Our standard colors, utilizes the TGIC polyester powder-coat finish. The fabric shall be held in place by carriage bolts & nuts. Gates with barbwire shall use brace bands and bolts to hold the wire in place. This meets or exceeds specifications 603.8 of the architectural aluminium manufacturers association. Aluminium cantilever gates are also available in aluminium mill finish and can be ordered as modular/knock-down gates, ideal for transporting tall gates. These come ready to assemble with all holes predrilled for 3/8" stainless-steel grade 8 bolts, which are supplied for assembly.

GATE POSTS:

The 4" posts are made of galvanized steel. Provide 1 latch post and 2 support posts for single slide gate and 4 support posts for double slide gates.
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